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06/11/2021 10:35 Support
Brightside is doing excellent work contributing to the desperately needed increase in affordable housing in 
Vancouver. I 100% support this project, this team and the continued efforts to make Vancouver a more equitable 
city for all.

Robyn Gerry Grandview-Woodland No web 
attachments.

06/11/2021 15:15 Support

I am a Tenant Relocation Consultant working with tenants throughout the Lower Mainland who have to relocate 
due to the redevelopment of their building. At present we are working with 2 buildings in the Marpole 
neighbourhood. One building has been rezoned and the tenants need to move within the next 6-8 months, the 
other has a development application on it. For the last 8 years we have had a strong working relationship with 
Brightside as they have worked with our team to house our tenants that are seniors (and others) with fixed or low 
income into their low end of market or subsidized housing units. We could not do our job without them and we are 
grateful for the care they provide and the housing the offer. In addition, we keep in touch with some of the tenants 
that have moved to Brightside communities and we are pleased to report that they are happy living there and 
grateful for their safe, secure housing. Many have told us that they have found a real sense of community and 
connection in the Brightside homes that they didn't necessarily have in their old apartment building. There is a 
great need for affordable housing in the area, and throughout the City, and this additional housing will be a 
welcome addition. With respect to the tenants that have to be relocated from this site site I do know that Brightside 
has done all they can to accommodate them in other Brightside communities. They deeply care about their 
tenants and while the relocation is difficult, the new building will provide additional affordable housing that is well 
managed and desperately needed. Whatever can be done to fast track the approval and construction of this 
housing would be a benefit to the community. I support this application 100%..

Kellie Lawson South Cambie No web 
attachments.

06/14/2021 10:25 Support

I am writing in support of Brightside's rezoning of 8725 French street as I believe it is an excellent project that will 
not only benefit the organization but the people within it. My representatives from Brightside have have provided 
much needed support and information and have made the process of moving seamless with minimal stress. I 
believe this proposition will strengthen the community and provide more opportunities for future tenants.

Afsaneh Poushin Marpole No web 
attachments.

06/14/2021 10:58 Support

I currently live , I am in support of any increase of 
affordable housing in Vancouver. Brightside Community Homes is doing a great job at relocating and assisting 
current residents. Some of the local residents are under the impression that these are Condominiums, and fear 
this is a precursor to a rental stock decline in the neighbourhood. I don't know why anyone would oppose a 
redevelopment such as this. Kudos to Brightside Homes Foundation!

Randall Adams Marpole No web 
attachments.
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